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Abstract 
 

People don’t trust charities, and unfortunately for good reason. This trillion dollar            
industry is plagued with scandal and rampant irresponsible spending. Sometimes, as little            
as 3% of a donation actually supports the cause it was intended for             
(https://www.rd.com/culture/how-charities-spend-money/). So what happened to the       
other 97%? Unfortunately, there’s never been a real way of finding out. That is, until               
now.  

Introducing SupPorter, the world’s first Blockchain Enabled Donation Processing         
System, for Nonprofits and Political Campaigns. SupPorter utilizes new, cutting edge           
innovations in Blockchain Technology to allow organizations to accept both real (fiat)            
and digital (crypto) currency donations. This will provide organizations with a faster,            
cheaper and more transparent way to donate.  

What makes SupPorter ideal for an ICO, is that it is a company that already exist in the                  
fundraising space with an experienced team that knows first hand the problems facing the              
industry. It’s not some bold idea or concept scribbled on a napkin. SupPorter has a               
working prototype, App and Website that already allows organizations to raise funds at             
the lowest fees in the industry (www.supporterinc.com). SupPorter is positioned          
perfectly to be one of the first companies capable of disrupting the massive fundraising              
industry by taking its existing business model and merging it with new innovations in              
blockchain technology. You can think of SupPorter as a new global standard for the              
fundraising industry.  

 

 

SP Token: A Smart Donation Processing System 
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1. Introduction 

1.1 Problems Facing the Industry 
 

Today, if someone wants to send a payment, as an example, one US Dollar to an                
organization; the journey taken by that dollar before it reaches its destination is both              
extremely time consuming and costly. This problem becomes compounded even further           
when dealing with different currencies Every pit stop and loophole that dollar has to              
make on the way to its final destination decreases its value. It’s eaten away in legal,                
transaction, processing and other fees until finally, when this dollar does arrive at its              
destination, only a fraction of it goes to the organization that it was originally intended               
for. With SupPorter, this entire process can occur anywhere on the planet in seconds, at               
virtually no cost. 

Another large problem facing the current market, is the inability to hold organizations             
receiving funds accountable to the use of those funds. But now, in the age of blockchain                
and the distributed ledger, there is a perfect solution. Smart contracts can be used to               
streamline payments, even place certain conditions and contingencies on payments, to           
ensure resources and funding are allocated where they are needed the most. With the              
SupPorter Network, and our SP Token, individuals will be able to make contributions             
based on certainty as opposed to faith. SupPorter isn't designed to simply decrease             
corruption and responsible spending, but eliminate it entirely through the utilization of            
smart contracts and the distributed ledger.  

This distributed ledger will also make financial reporting far simpler than the current             
system in place, with the end goal being to eliminate year-end filing in its entirety.               
Transactions can be automatically tracked, monitored and sent off to revenue services for             
filing purposes. This process is fascinating in that it is both transparent and private at the                
same time. 
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1.2 The Path to Protocol 
 

Our ability to facilitate change in the fundraising market will largely depend on the              
amount of capital raised during our token sale. At minimum, SupPorter will be building              
an application on top of the Ethereum Blockchain by issuing its own ERC20 Token. This               
alone is intended to create value for our early investors and solve many problems facing               
the fundraising market today. However, with enough funding, SupPorter’s vision is to            
create its own protocol. A protocol that allows individual organizations participating on            
the SupPorter Network to issue their own tokens for fundraising purposes. These tokens             
can be issued in exchange for FIAT currencies such as Dollars/Euros, other            
cryptocurrencies, or even physical donation items (most popular being clothing, food          
and/or furniture). This allows organizations participating on our platform to essentially           
conduct mini SEED/Series A/Series B rounds on The SupPorter Network; a fundraising            
method and incentive structure for both parties that currently does not exist in the world               
today. 

 

1.3 Mission and Vision 
 

SupPorter's mission and vision is to create a new global standard for the fundraising              
industry by creating the first global and decentralized donation marketplace. A market            
that provides organizations with a new and better method to raise funds by utilizing              
innovations in blockchain technology. A method that is cheaper, faster and more            
transparent than the current model all while rewarding people and organizations for            
participating in the process.  

2. Background  

2.1 Current Situation and Market Opportunity 
 

Many people don't think of the fundraising and donation space as its own separate              
market, however it's one of the largest markets on the planet. This market processed              
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approximately USD 500 billion worth of payments in 2017 alone (Source: Giving USA).             
This is a number expected to grow exponentially over time.  

Of all fundraising organizations, the largest are Religious Groups, Political Campaigns,           
Nonprofits/NGOs, and Colleges/Universities. These organizations have dominated the        
donation and fundraising landscape for a long time, and have seen tremendous growth             
over the years. While there has been steady growth over the years, there are two specific                
events that changed the landscape most dramatically. 

The first event was the invention of the internet. For the first time, organizations could               
expand their reach beyond local communities and accept payments online.  

The second event was the rise of social media and social networking. For the first time,                
organizations could reach out to specific individuals and solicit donations via           
crowdfunding or other methods.  

We believe that The SupPorter Network, and the underlying blockchain technology           
behind it, will be the third event.  

There are currently millions of different, individual and centralized organizations around           
the world competing with each other for a seemingly finite amount of donor capital. This               
unfortunately also means that there are millions of different, individuals and centralized            
ways of processing payments. SupPorter aims to consolidate these organizations into one            
worldwide decentralized network. The value that would generate for the organizations           
participating on that network would be astronomical, especially for organizations in           
developing countries. 

 

2.2 Crowdfunding Pitfalls  
 

Despite a growing fundraising landscape, payment processing pain points as well as            
accountability issues have not been properly addressed. Furthermore, individuals and          
organizations in less developed countries have not been able to benefit because of             
roadblocks that still exists (mainly in terms of payment processing). One attempted            
solution has been use of crowdfunding platforms. Crowdfunding platforms addressed the           
issue of wider access and inclusivity. However, crowdfunding is still a centralized            
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process that encounters the same problems of traditional fundraising. In addition, most of             
the larger crowdfunding sites (Kickstarter, GoFundMe, Indiegogo, etc...), due to          
numerous restrictions and other factors, can't even allow for larger organizations such as             
the aforementioned Religious Groups, Political Campaigns, Nonprofits/NGOs, and        
Colleges/Universities to participate on their platform.  

The existing crowdfunding model takes large percentages of donations in order to process             
FIAT payments and stay afloat. For example, GoFundMe takes 5% of what every             
campaign raises in addition to passing along a credit card processing fee to donors. This               
is the same case with Kickstarter. Indiegogo charges up to 9% on the funds raised.               
There is also processing fees between 3% to 5%, for currency exchange fees and wire               
fees. Razoo charges 7.9% of funds raised including a processing fees. Others such as              
Crowdrise, Fundly and RocketHub charge between 5%-8%, also in addition to processing            
fees. In addition to high fees, another problem is that very few crowdfunding campaigns              
are successful in raising the required funds. Donations go to the crowdfunding platform,             
not the actual campaign. Campaigns only receive funding after meeting strict fundraising            
goals and conditions.  

Despite these inefficiencies, Technova released a report that estimates that the           
crowdfunding industry processed over USD $40 Billion in 2016, and World Bank            
predicts this segment to grow to over USD $96 billion by 2025 (which is approximately               
1.8 times the size of the global venture capital industry today in 2017).  

The SupPorter Network is designed to highly disrupt and capture this segment of the              
industry by utilizing the blockchain. The SupPorter Network will allow organizations           
participating on its network to raise funds at virtually no cost and without strict              
fundraising goals/conditions.  
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Figure 1: Global Crowdfunding Market. Source: 
http://www.businesswire.com/news/home/20170814005545/en/Global-Crowdfunding-M
arket---Segmentation-Forecast-Technavio 

 

2.3 Traditional Fundraising Pitfalls  
 

Despite the growth of crowdfunding, it is still dwarfed by traditional fundraising which             
bring in hundreds of billions of dollars each year. In the current state, processing FIAT               
transactions for donations and fundraising are very inefficient.  

One of the ways through which payments for donations gets eaten up, is through foreign               
exchange margins. The bank determines the differences between exchange rates          
available in the money markets and the rate the bank will charge for the customer. There                
is also another fee called “correspondent banking’. A correspondent bank processes           
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services on behalf of another financial institution. These include services such as            
facilitating wire transfers, business transactions and accepting deposits. Due to these           
long and complicated procedures, cross border payments could take up to 5 days to settle               
and incur high fees.  

 

Figure 2: the charity and donations industry analysis. Source: GivingUSA.  

 

There is huge opportunity in leveraging on peer-to-peer models of facilitating local and             
international transfers that would completely change the way organizations view          
fundraising. Matching users via peer-to-peer networks on the blockchain is a cheaper and             
faster way of processing payments. With this faster and more efficient process, The             
SupPorter Network is anticipated to open up the floodgates in this already large market.              
There are millions of people in need of the services provided by organizational             
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participants in this market. However, due to restrictive nature of the current market, they              
are not always able to get the help they need.  

3. How it Works  

3.1 Overview 
 

SupPorter will be the world’s first Blockchain-enabled Smart Donation Processing          
System, for Nonprofits and Political Campaigns. Organizations will sign up with           
SupPorter at no cost, which will allow them to accept, deploy and track SP Tokens.               
These tokens will be processed in a decentralized manner via the open, secured,             
Ethereum Blockchain, and without the need for a centralized intermediary such as a bank.              
This alone is expected to give an instant bump to an organization's bottom line by saving                
them 3-15% on processing fees.  

Donations will be automatically recorded on the Distributed Ledger, and the use of Smart              
Contracts will give donors the ability to implement “Conditional Giving”. Meaning,           
donations can only be executed if certain requirements are met. This will provide donors              
with complete security knowing that their donation is being used as intended. 

SupPorter is also expected to radically simplify and automate the Year-end filing process.             
Data from the Distributed Ledger can easily be sorted, analyzed and inputted into             
financial reporting forms. Normally, money is simply a store of value and almost             
impossible to put into different categories. However, because SupPorter is a “Smart            
Processing” system, different money can be classified into different categories, and           
special algorithms can auto generate and complete financial reporting forms based on            
these categories. For example, IRS Form 990 is currently a huge headache for             
Nonprofits. This form is typically over 50 pages and can take a team of accountants               
weeks to complete. With SupPorter, this process could be completed in a matter of              
minutes. 

The beauty of SupPorter, is that donors don’t have to use cryptocurrencies. This is              
because donations, regardless of currency, can be seamlessly converted into SP Tokens            
on the front and back-end. This means we're not asking older, more generous but less               
tech-savvy donors to change the way they have been supporting organizations for years.  
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In Summary: 

a. Transparency for Use of Funds and Automated Year End Filing via the Distributed             
Ledger. 

b. Instant Conversions and Conditional Giving via Smart Contracts. 
c. Low Processing Fees and Instant Settlements via the Blockchain. 

Because there is a fixed supply, the SP Token is designed to grow in value as more                 
organizations start using our platform and demand for the SP Token increases and our              
platform. The donor feels better about giving, and the organization received more money             
that it can seamlessly accept, track and report. We believe it’s a win-win. 

 

3.2 Path to Revenue 
 

As mentioned previously, the management team of SupPorter’s number one goal will be             
to increase the network and ecosystem of the SP token. However, once the network is               
built out, it is believed that The SupPorter Network could be easily monetized in a               
number of ways. The two most obvious being charging a small fee on the backend of                
currency exchanges and charging a yearly fee for our service.  

 

a. For example, should we capture only .01% of the market we are trying to penetrate               
(.01% = $300 - $500 billion, Source: Giving USA) and charge an unprecedented             
low 1% exchange fee, we are looking potential revenues of $30,000,000 -            
$50,000,000 per year.  

 

b. As another example and Case Study, The Task Force for Global Health, which is              
the largest Atlanta Based Nonprofit, processed over $1.5 Billion dollars worth of            
donations in 2015. Should they switch to a cheaper and smarter payment            
processing system like SupPorter, they could save 1-3% per year on processing            
and overhead fees, which comes out to an estimated $15,000,000 - $45,000,000 in             
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annual savings. We believe that companies would be willing to pay set yearly             
rates to use this service.  

 

3.3 As an Application  
 

The SP Token is designed to streamline the fundraising process and increase            
accountability by utilizing the Ethereum Blockchain. This way, users can create smart            
contracts that signify the relationship between the donor and the target organization. The             
users making payments can even contribute through buying smart contracts on the The             
SupPorter Network. These smart contracts are then passed through to the intended            
organization. The advantage of smart contracts, is that they signify some relationship and             
agreement between two different parties. This will translate to more accountability and            
less overhead in the fundraising process. 

 

3.4 As a Protocol 
 

The SupPorter Protocol would offer multiple incentive structures to get people using SP             
Tokens. This would be essential in building out a successful crypto market and one of               
the most important factors that would generate value for early token buyers. One of the               
more popular and proven incentive structures is coin mining; popularized by well known             
protocols such as Bitcoin and Ethereum. Like to these protocols, SupPorter will be             
creating a token that will be developed similar to a Proof of Work (PoW)              
implementation. This will enable people within the network to be incentivized for            
verifying donations and earn for doing so. This incentivized marketplace is much easier             
to scale globally and is a huge advantage that cryptocurrencies have over the existing              
centralized model controlled by large central banks. It would create a marketplace that             
could grow rapidly and organically, with the help of anybody on the planet with an               
internet connection. 

Although SP Token will serve as the primary medium of exchange on this decentralized              
donation marketplace, The SupPorter Protocol will also allow individual organizations          
participating on the SupPorter Network to issue their own tokens to the public for              
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fundraising purposes. These tokens will have their own name, market price and liquidity.             
 Individuals and organizations will then be able to buy, farm and trade those tokens. SP               
Tokens will always be available to be exchanged for these tokens and offer liquidity.              
Additionally, depending on the smart contracts, these tokens will also be able to be              
exchanged with FIAT currencies such as Dollars/Euros, other cryptocurrencies, or even          
physical donation items (most popular being clothing, food and/or furniture).          
Conceptually, this allows organizations participating on our platform to essentially          
conduct mini SEED/Series A/Series B rounds on The SupPorter Network; a fundraising            
method that currently does not exist in the world today. 

 

3. 5 Current and Expected Incentive Structures 

 

Currently, there are very few incentives when it comes to the individual making a              
donations, with small tax breaks being the current standard. However, The SupPorter            
Protocol would allow individuals the ability to receive and exchange cryptocurrencies for            
making a donation. For the first time, donors will not experience a near "total loss" when                
they give something away via current incentive structures in place. The receiving            
organization obviously benefits from the donation, but also the donor may also be             
rewarded in tokens. With these tokens, the individual may be able to discover potential              
future financial gains in the crypto market, or to decide to further assist organizations              
they supports on The SupPorter Network. This is a new personal incentive that does              
currently does not exist in the world today.  

 

3.6 The Network Effect 
 

Both The SupPorter Network and The SupPorter Protocol would create a “Network            
Effect”, meaning the more organizations and individuals participating on our platform,           
the more value the SP Token will retain. 
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4. Competitive Advantages  
 

Decentralizing the already massive donation market comes with many advantages over           
the current centralized model: 

 

4.1 Lower Fees and Faster Transactions 

In today’s environment, organizations receiving funds are forced to rely on traditional            
FIAT Banking Institutions which have a monopoly on the the assets and transfer process.              
When an individual or organization initiates a transaction, they are essentially requesting            
their bank to perform the transaction on their behalf. This centralized implementation in             
today's FIAT banking system causes loss of power and control from the end user, who is                
the true owner of the asset. These institutions can in turn perform actions not directly in                
the best interest of the end user. This process is time consuming and expensive, yet it                
occurs continually throughout the day. With SupPorter this process can be decentralized.            
Transactions can occur quickly anywhere on the planet with virtually no cost.  

 

4.2 Year-end Filing and Financial Reporting: Transparent yet Private  

Due to the decentralized nature of a blockchain, the distributed ledger allows for the              
public visibility of every transaction recorded. As the ledger is distributed across the             
network and its members, any transaction, once recorded within the ledger, is            
permanently recorded and is immutable and irrefutable within the network. However,           
also due to the decentralized nature of blockchain, this is private and secure. No single               
entity controls this already encrypted data. This distribution of data intrinsically ensures            
that the data remains secure. In addition, as the blockchain utilizes a hash address, the               
information can be identified by the initiator of the transaction, also known as the address               
holder, but not by the public.  

This technology will allow for a more efficient year end filings system for tax purposes               
and all financial reporting in general. A distributed ledger is a disruptive technology in              
the financial space. It has the potential to completely overhaul the current regulatory and              
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reporting landscape. While it may be going too far and be too soon to suggest these                
technologies will be able to eliminate specific filing requirements, they will certainly be             
able to reduce the back and forth between the organizations reporting financial            
information, and the organizations receiving and processing financial information. 

 

4.3 Leveling the Playing Field 

In today's centralized market, it is impossible to instantly send money from one country              
to another when dealing with different currencies. In order to facilitate this process,             
organizations rely on large central banks; banks that take large fees and multiple days to               
process a single payment. This process is especially hard, sometimes impossible for            
smaller organizations, or organizations that are located in smaller developing          
countries/principalities.  

SupPorter would level the playing field on a global scale, so payment processing is              
cheap, fast and easy regardless of borders or the jurisdiction of any government. This              
was one of the primary reasons cryptocurrencies were created in the first place.  

5. Token Sales  

5.1 Why Participate in the SP Token Sale?  
 

If you are a non accredited investor and would like to           
participate in the SupPorter Token Sale, please visit: 

 https://www.startengine.com/supporter 

If you are an accredited investor and would like to participate           
in the SupPorter Token Sale, please visit: 

www.supporterinc.io or email investorrelations@supporterinc.com  

 

As of April 1, 2018, over 5 Billion Dollars has been raised via token sales. This number                 
is expected to grow tenfold within the next year. Token sales have become a very               
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attractive investment opportunity because it allows for investors to essentially “get in            
early” with regards to blockchain companies. This has similar aspects to investing in a              
Pre-IPO company.  

Historically, the only people allowed to participate and benefit from SEED and early             
round investing in Pre-IPO companies, have been venture capitalist firms or individuals            
that were already millionaires. Large companies that eventually went public such as            
Amazon, Facebook and Google were funded this way.  

Case Study: The Snapchat IPO 

Snapchat's journey to their IPO is a textbook example of normal           
individuals not being able to benefit from these types of investments.           
In the early days of the company, the price for purchasing one share             
of Snapchat during its A1 round was $0.01 per share and limited to a              
small group of investors. Later, during its A round, the price for            
purchasing one share of Snapchat was $0.21 per share and also           
limited to a small group of investors. When shares were finally           
offered to the general public via an IPO, the stock was trading at             
$24.00 per share. Most people could not benefit from being an early            
investor in Snapchat because of the closed nature of venture capital           
funding.  

With cryptocurrency token sales, almost anybody has the opportunity to invest early in a              
blockchain company with hopes to make similar gains should the token and its network              
appreciate in value. Bitcoin for example, was worth approximately USD $0.07 per coin             
in 2010, but grew to USD $17,000 per coin as of December 11, 2017. If individuals                
invested in Bitcoin at the early stages, they would have realized a 242,857% return on               
their investment.  

This also allows companies to raise funds from secondary markets without dilution.            
Combined with "The Network Effect", there is tremendous opportunity for a coin to             
increase in value because the investors are motivated not only to adopt the product, but               
also to extol the product's benefits to others. 

The rapid growth of token sales has led to more than 1,500 new cryptocurrencies being               
created, which are traded on daily basis. Many which provide amazing returns. 
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Source as of 12/11/17: https://coinmarketcap.com/gainers-losers/ 

The SupPorter Network and SP Token are designed to grow in value as the world               
discovers new uses for blockchain technologies.  This white paper is only intended to             
highlight the more practical applications for The SupPorter Network, but we believe this             
is only the beginning, and we anticipate other disruptive innovations that our community             
will discover using The SupPorter Network. 

HOWEVER, TOKEN SALES ARE NOT WITHOUT RISK AND NOT AN          
APPROPRIATE INVESTMENT FOR EVERYBODY. PLEASE REFER TO THE        
“LEGAL, RISK FACTORS, TERMS AND CONDITIONS” SECTION AT THE         
BOTTOM OF THIS WHITE PAPER FOR A LIST OF THE MORE COMMON            
RISKS ASSOCIATED WITH INVESTING IN TOKEN SALES. 

6. Token Distribution, Use of Proceeds and Burn Rate 

There will be total of 1 Billion pre-minted tokens.  Out of this, 15% (150,000,000) tokens 
will be sold in the Pre-Sale and 30% (300,000,000) will be sold to the general public via 
an ICO (or “Token Generated Event”).  An additional 5% will be set aside to offer 
Pre-Sale Investors extra tokens per a discount rate based on investment amount.  Should 
this 5% not be fully allocated in the Pre-Sale, any remaining tokens will be allocated in 
the ICO.  Each token is divisible by 6 decimal points.  
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Proceeds from the Pre-Sale will be primarily used to ensure a successful, properly 
registered, safe and legal ICO.  Proceeds from the ICO will be used to build out the 
network with the objective of increasing the utility of the SP Tokens distributed to 
investors.  

Funds from the ICO will be allocated per the below (however percentage allocations may 
change based on company needs and fundraising goals reached): 

 

50% Product and Company Development 

● Hiring blockchain engineers (personnel of which SupPorter has already identified) 
● Staffing and Services Overhead 
● Initial Tech and Inventory  
● Office Space 
● Service Fees (AWS, Google, Apple, GoDaddy, etc…)  
● Legal/Accounting  
● Travel & Reimbursements 

30% Client Onboarding and Growth 

● Marketing  
● Advertising & Sales 
● CRM Cost 
● Business Development and Strategic Partners 
● Business and Sector Consultants 

20% Reserve for Unforeseen Events and Opportunities 

 

SupPorter’s Burn Rate is also expected to change dependent on fundraising goals, 
company needs and token appreciation.  Once the SupPorter Network is up and running, 
SupPorter anticipates being able to generate a positive revenue stream within two years 
of it’s Token Generated Event.  However, should SupPorter meet its minimum 
fundraising goals, the Company anticipates it will be able to operate at least up to 36 
months without revenue generation.  
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It’s worth noting that an investment in a token sale is far different from an investment in 
equity or an IPO.  Token sales focus on increasing the utility value of the token and its 
underlying network, not necessarily the revenue generated by the company. 
Compensation to the Executive Team of SupPorter is tied to the utility value of the token 
to directly align their interest with that of its early investors.  While there is great 
potential for SupPorter to add additional revenue streams from it’s business operations, it 
will not do so if it impedes the adoption and appreciation of the SP Tokens in any way, as 
that is the primary goal of supporter and it’s primary obligation to investors.  For more 
detailed information on how token sales work, please review “The SAFT Project” 
documentation which may be found on our website in full at www.supporterinc.io.  

  

6.1 ICO Pre-Sale 

SupPorter will be conducting two seperate Pre-Sale Offerings.  One will be a Real 
Agreement for Tokens and Equity (“RATE”) which will be classified by the SEC as a 
Regulation Crowdfunding Offering (“Reg CF”) under Title III of the JOBS Act and open 
to both accredited and non accredited investors.  The second will be a Simple Agreement 
for Future Tokens (“SAFT) which will be classified by the SEC as a Regulation D 
Private Placement (“Reg D) and open to accredited investors only.  We are seeking to 
raise up to $1,000,000 in the RATE and up to $2,000,000 in the SAFT.   During this 
Pre-sale, SupPorter will be able to accept BTC, ETH, LTC and via Wire Transfer 
(including US Dollars).  Start Engine, a regulated Crowdfunding company 
(www.startengine.com), will be assisting SupPorter with the RATE as it relates to AML, 
KYC, Regulatory/Legal Compliance, and fundraising.  

The Pre-sale shall be executed on first-come, first-served basis.  We can’t guarantee the 
availability of tokens for all interested participants.  The more an individual is willing to 
contribute in the Pre-sale, the larger a discount rate they can expect.  

 

If you are interested in hearing more about the Terms of the            
RATE, please visit: 

 https://www.startengine.com/supporter 
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If you are interested in hearing more about the SAFT, please           
visit: 

www.supporterinc.io or email investorrelations@supporterinc.com  

 

6.2 Token Allocation Schedule 
 

Item % Tokens 

Pre-Sale 15 150,000,000 

ICO 30 300,000,000 

Discount Rate Pool* 5 50,000,000 

Founders/Advisors/Early 
Backers/Early Employees** 

15 150,000,000 

Foundation 8 80,000,000 

Incentives/Bounty Program 3 30,000,000 

SupPorter, Inc for the 
onboarding of clients and 
development of the Platform 

24 240,000,000 

Total 100 1,000,000,000 
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*5% of tokens are allocated as a reserve to give to early investors extra tokens as part of                  
their discount rate (incentive) in the Pre-Sale. Should the full 5% allocation not be              
allocated, the remaining tokens will be issued with the ICO. 
** Founders/SupPorter Team Token Allocation will be vested over a period of 6-12             
months and locked in by smart contracts and/or a Multisig Wallet.  
 

6.3 SupPorter ICO 

Our ICO will be held on the SupPorter Token Sale website (www.supporterinc.io) with a 
start date and specific details to be announced after gauging interest via the Pre-Sale.  

The initial token sale will be opened to the public and will last for 14-30 days, however 
dates may change if the company deems it beneficial. 

It is possible to take part in the token sale with only Ethereum (ETH) or Bitcoin (BTC). 

 

6.4 Monetary (Token) Policy 

While the initial goal of SupPorter will be to increase the value of the SP Token, 
SupPorter may engage in activities to incentivize organizations to only accept our 
currency as well as control the volatility of our token price, should the company deem it 
beneficial to do so.  Although the token supply is fix, these can be seen as similar tools to 
the Federal Reserve's use of Open Market Operations, Setting the Discount Rate and 
Reserve Requirements.  This is to help ease investor’s mind with regards to the volatility 
associated with cryptocurrencies.  However specific operations we may or may not use 
will not be known until the SupPorter Network is fully up and running.  
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7. The Team 
 

SupPorter is a family company founded by four brothers: Inman, Asa, Guyton and 
Stephen Porter (SupPorter, get it?). “The Porter Boys” grew up in a political family, and 
after working for various campaigns and nonprofits, they realized that the fundraising 
process was outdated and inefficient.  By utilizing new innovations in blockchain 
technology, they realized that they could help organizations raise more money through a 
more comprehensive, efficient and transparent fundraising model.  
 

 
                   (left to right) Stephen Porter, Inman Porter and Asa Porter  
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7.1 Executive Team 

 

Inman Porter, Founder and Chief Executive Officer 

Inman Porter grew up in the Fundraising Space and knows firsthand the many problems 
facing the industry.  His father was a State Legislator for 28 years and eventually ran for 
Governor of Georgia at the same time his Mother ran for Lt. Governor of Georgia. 
Inman has a professional background in finance and technology, but has been a part of 
hundreds of fundraisers throughout his life.  

Inman graduated with a Bachelor’s degree in Banking and Finance from the University of 
Georgia, which included a semester studying Economics at Harvard University.  After 
spending over 5 years working for large financial institutions in New York City (Barclays 
and W.P. Carey), Inman saw the pitfalls of the traditional FIAT currency system first 
hand and became passionate about cryptocurrencies, but more importantly, the 
underlying Blockchain Technology behind them.  In early 2017, Inman quit his job in 
New York to start SupPorter, a Blockchain Fundraising Solutions company based out of 
The Atlanta Tech Village (America’s 4th Largest Tech Hub).  SupPorter's goal is to 
increase transparency and efficiency as it relates to the nonprofit and political campaign 
fundraising process. 

https://www.linkedin.com/in/inmanporter/ 
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Douglas Schwartz, Co-Founder and Chief Operating Officer 

Douglas Schwartz has spent the last fifteen years of his life trading stocks and bonds.  He 
graduated with a degree in Finance from The University of Georgia and spent the first 
five years of his career as a money manager.   He started pivoting away from finance 
three years ago and has been a successful entrepreneur and independent investor.  He 
currently sits on the board of three pre- revenue start-ups, runs a technology consulting 
firm, and has recently returned from an exploratory trip to India where he studied 
Blockchain, networked with engineers all over the country and recruited software 
engineering talent to join his growing companies.  

https://www.linkedin.com/in/douglas-schwartz-39b87039/ 

 

Stephen Porter, Co-Founder and Chief Financial Officer 

Stephen is a senior accounting consultant in Grant Thornton’s Human Capital Services 
Consulting Practice. Stephen has more than 7 years of compensation and human 
resources leadership experience in both the consulting and corporate environments.  Prior 
to joining Grant Thornton in 2015, Stephen was an analyst at AXA-Equitable and Ryan, 
LLC.  Stephen helped clients such as American Airlines, United Airlines, MasterCard 
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and the Department of Defense with their excise and motor fuel refunds for federal and 
state tax. 

https://www.linkedin.com/in/stephen-porter-9079b5121/ 

 

Asa Porter, Co-Founder and Director of Government Relations 

 Before joining the SupPorter team, Asa worked on Capitol Hill in Washington D.C. 
After graduating from the University of Georgia, he began his career working in the 
office of a U.S. Senator, then for the Member of Congress that represented his district. 
During his time at Capitol Hill, Asa gained unique exposure to the inner workings of 
Washington D.C. and the fundraising methods behind it.  Through his position, Asa built 
an impressive personal rolodex of high ranking political figures; which lead to him being 
recruited to work as a Special Advisor in the Department of Energy’s (D.O.E.) Office of 
Energy Policy and Systems Analysis.  While there, he helped to update the current 
American energy system, while also helping his team lead the way on the direction of the 
country’s energy outlook, even representing the D.O.E. at the Ditchley Foundation’s 
annual summit on global energy in Oxfordshire England.  Asa currently works out of the 
Atlanta Tech Village and handles business development as well as all communication 
between SupPorter and various political entities. 

https://www.linkedin.com/in/asa-porter-54606a39/ 
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Justin Michela, Chief Technology Officer 

Justin Michela is a technology enthusiast and blockchain aficionado who plays an 
integral role in the company’s strategic technical direction, development, and growth. As 
SupPorter's Chief Technology Officer, Justin is responsible for establishing and leading 
the company’s long-term technological vision. 

Justin Michela was most recently the Managing Partner at Foureyes Labs, a technology 
consulting firm with a history of building resilient products for the marketing and big 
data industries. In recent years he helped found, build, and sell multiple technology 
companies, bringing valuable startup experience to the team. Prior to his work in the 
startup space, Justin worked on financial products in the Global Payments Department at 
Amazon.com, as well as data and marketing-related technologies at Google. Justin holds 
Electrical and Computer Engineering degrees from the Georgia Institute of Technology, 
as well as a Business Masters from Duke’s Engineering-Business program. 

https://www.linkedin.com/in/justinmichela/  

 

Pratik Padaliya, Chief Information Officer 
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Pratik Padaliya is a Techno-Entrepreneur with a Bachelor's in Computer Application and 
Master's in Business Administration.  Pratik has more than 10 years of experience in 
working with both corporate clients and Entrepreneurs in new and cutting edge 
technologies.  He is the founder and CEO of Etilox Solutions, a Technology company 
that builds software for corporate clients and consults on technology stacks, cyber 
security, design, UI and UX.  

Over his career, Pratik has shown a unique capability to do business at ease as well as 
build a solid rapport with clients from different backgrounds including technical, 
non-technical, startups, small-to-mid size businesses, and enterprise level companies. 

https://www.linkedin.com/in/pratikpadaliya/ 

 

Blake Ramsay, Chief Compliance Officer 

Blake Ramsay attended The University of Georgia then obtained a law degree at Samford 
University, where he graduated in the top 20% of his class while also actively competing 
in trial advocacy competitions and volunteer organizations.  

Wanting to compete with the best of the best, Mr. Ramsay moved to California and 
passed the California Bar Exam (the year he took the exam the pass rate was a 
nation-wide low of 47%).  Embarking on his law career, his early practiced focused on 
defending medical professionals and organizations in litigation.  Currently, he is an active 
litigator with nearly 7 trials completed in the past year. 

As a legal advisor to SupPorter, Mr. Ramsay brings a honed, legal mind that is able to 
preempt potential pitfalls and put into practice creative, efficient methods of dealing with 
legal concerns.  
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 https://www.linkedin.com/in/blake-ramsay-3647b2116/  

 

Martin Fleischmann, Chief Marketing Officer 

Marty is a veteran marketing-focused entrepreneur and executive.  Marty chairs the 
Atlanta Business Chronicleʼs 40 Under 40 Alumni Group, serves on the 21st Century 
Leaders board, and has three great kids. He earned a B.A. magna cum laude with 
distinction in Economics from Yale and an MBA from Wharton Business School.  Now 
he helps young companies with their marketing/leadership challenges, is Entrepreneur in 
Residence at a new accelerator called The Farm at Comcast, and is creating a new type of 
collaborative senior advisory firm called The Executive Collective. 

https://www.linkedin.com/in/martinfleischmann/  

 

Cameron Green, Community Manager 

Cameron Greene is the social media and community manager for SupPorter. Cameron is 
an Atlanta native with over 7 years of experience in social media and marketing with a 
strong background in photography, PR, and copywriting. She graduated Cum Laude with 
additional honors from the Honor’s Program with a degree in Marketing and a certificate 
in Professional Selling from the University of Georgia. 
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She is the owner of the Atlanta based social media firm, Social Media Solutions, LLC, 
which specializes in account management, consulting, content creation, photography, and 
engagement for companies across all industries nationwide. Cameron has served as a 
social media expert witness in a criminal court hearing for the Fulton County Superior 
Court and was interviewed by CBS46 Atlanta for her knowledge about social media bots 
and how they played a role in the 2016 Presidential Election. 

https://www.linkedin.com/in/cameron-greene-4b76b626/ 

 

Sumit Singhal, Head of Technology & Blockchain Developer 

Sumit Singhal is an experienced IT professional and entrepreneur with more than 10 
years of experience in the industry. He is an Engineering Graduate with an executive 
PGP in Business Analytics.  Sumit has experience working across locations including 
Asia, North America and Europe. He has also worked for one of the leading product 
based companies in Mountain View, California.  He was even named a fellow at Startup 
Leadership Program 2012-13.  

Sumit is passionate about Startups, Blockchain, Data Science, Agile, Software 
Development, and Quality Assurance.  He loves to keep track of all the happenings 
around the Technology Space and has experience working in a variety of domains 
including insurance, personal finance, retail, supply chain, and healthcare.  

Sumit has been following and working in the Blockchain space for quite some time both 
as a Blockchain Consultant and as a cryptocurrency Investor.  In his current role, he has 
been actively involved in Blockchain Projects/POCs.  Sumit has delivered many technical 
talks within organizations he has worked for and also at various other forums outside of 
his full time role. 
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Nicolas Kammerdiener 

Nicolas is a Full Stack Blockchain Developer with and current partner at Traxion, a small 
Business Mastery Startup based out of Atlanta.  While finishing up his Major in Applied 
Computer Science and Minor in Information Security and Assurance from Kennesaw 
State University, he worked with a group of classmates to make a Foreign Exchange 
Prediction Neural Network and was successful in predicting trends within the Foreign 
Exchange Market. Exploring his passion for Machine Learning, his Honor's College 
Senior Capstone involved predicting College Football Coach win percentages using a 
Neural Network. Nicolas has also worked on multiple smaller Blockchain Applications as 
Proofs of Concept for larger applications. Having a background in IT Networking 
encourages Nic to work through the challenges presented within a Blockchain Network.  

https://www.linkedin.com/in/nicolaskammerdiener/  
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7.2 Advisory Board 

 

DuBose Porter 

DuBose Porter is the current Chairman of the Democratic Party of Georgia and has 
appeared multiple times in Georgia Trend’s “100 Most Influential Georgians”.  DuBose 
served as a member of the Georgia House of Representatives from 1982 to 2011 and 
served as Minority Leader in the House from 2005 to 2011. He was previously 
Administration Floor Leader for Governor Zell Miller from 1991 through 1992 and ran 
for Governor of Georgia in 2010.  While SupPorter is 100% Bipartisan, DuBose uses his 
experience and network to help facilitate strategic partnerships for SupPorter.  

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/DuBose_Porter  

 

Guyton Porter 

Guyton Porter is currently a consultant at First Access Entertainment.  He works in the 
branding division while in New York City with various musicians and models.  Prior to 
working at FAE, he was the Entertainment Director at Paper Magazine.  He first moved 
to NYC from Georgia to intern at Andy Warhol's Interview Magazine which lead to a full 
time position.  Guyton currently helps with branding and marketing strategy at SupPorter, 
as well as handles client meetings in New York City. 

 https://www.linkedin.com/in/guyton-porter-b56b7b5b/ 
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Doug Busk 

Douglas Busk currently works at MSL as Managing Director of the Atlanta office. He 
previously worked for Coca-Cola where he developed & spearheaded the Coca-Cola 
Journey program. During his seven years at Coca-Cola, Doug drove strategic growth of 
the company’s corporate social media channels and achieved exponential increase in 
social engagement. He also led the development and execution of digital training and 
capability-building worldwide. In an earlier role as Director of Connections Innovation at 
Coca-Cola, Busk led a global effort to empower the company’s global marketing 
community to engage consumers in real time. In 2013, he spearheaded the creation and 
launch of the HUB Network, Coca-Cola’s global social listening, analysis and 
engagement platform, connecting and harmonizing the real-time work of more than 2,000 
social media marketers worldwide.Prior to that, he led project management and 
development for Verizon Wireless and Cingular. At Verizon he drove the creation of the 
nation’s first cross-carrier nonprofit fundraising capability via text messaging, which, in 
2010, raised more than $40 million for the Red Cross’ Haiti earthquake relief efforts. 

https://www.linkedin.com/in/dougbusk/  
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Mark Hubbard 

A well known mentor and investor, Hubbard brings decades of management and capital 
markets experience to his role as Advisor to SupPorter. During more than twenty years 
serving at the highest levels of some of the world’s largest investment management 
companies, Hubbard directed billions of dollars of capital and launched one of China’s 
most successful asset management joint ventures. Known as an adept strategist and 
operator, he also founded a global private equity firm and has been a leader on the 
vanguard of Impact Investing, Social Entrepreneurship, and sustainable Nonprofit 
management. 

https://www.linkedin.com/in/mwhubby/  

 

Kashi Sehgal  

Kashi Sehgal is Co-Founder & CEO of Gigabark, an integrated mobile solutions 
company rooted in phone and text messaging technologies. She also serves as Founder & 
Executive Director of SuperNova South, the largest, most accessible, and most inclusive 
multi-disciplinary tech and innovation conference in the Southeast. Kashi is also Director 
of Strategy and Business Development for The Manipal Group, a multi-billion dollar 
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conglomerate with an array of business interests across media, manufacturing, education, 
fintech, healthcare, printing, home goods, and more. 

Kashi is actively engaged in the Atlanta community serving on various boards such as 
WonderRoot, Andrew J Young Foundation Advisory Council, Fulton County Career & 
Technical Education, Amplify4Good, WINGS for Kids, and Georgia’s WIN List and 
with groups such as the Metro Atlanta Chamber’s IoT Leadership Council, Atlanta 
Regional Commission’s Innovation and Education Committees, The Lovett School’s 
Sustainability Committee, Advice For Good, and ChooseATL. 

Kashi was selected as a member of Outstanding Atlanta’s Class of 2015, as one of 
Atlanta Business Chronicle’s 40 Under 40 in 2014, and as a member of the 2013 LEAD 
Atlanta and LaunchPad2X classes. She has started several non-profits (including Music 
For Tomorrow), works with the Campus Community Partnership Foundation as 
Executive, and runs the Mentor Walk program. 

https://www.linkedin.com/in/kashisehgal/ 

 

Austin Mills, Legal Advisor 

Austin Mills is an attorney in Morris, Manning & Martin’s Corporate Technology 
Practice and the Chair of the Blockchain and Cryptocurrency Group. His primary areas of 
concentration include technology transactions, blockchain, cryptocurrency, payments, 
financial technology and privacy and security. Austin has advised several clients in 
connection with Token Sales/ICOs and other blockchain-related initiatives, such as 
cryptocurrency issuance, smart contracts, decentralized applications and exchanges. 

https://www.linkedin.com/in/austinbmills/  
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Clark Seydel 

Clark’s career has been defined by the partnerships he has created. From Google + and 
Dell to the top paper and packaging companies, Clark has been able to create and nurture 
successful partnerships. This along with his degree in journalism has helped Clark grow 
his network and relationships with media conglomerates, persons within politics, NGOs, 
and nonprofits. As a corollary Clark co-founded the Collective at the Sundance Film 
Festival which serves as a conversation platform for some of the world’s leading 
entrepreneurs. Clark also has a proven track record in sales and revenue generation with 
the Seydel Companies. Clark loves journalism, film and sports. 

https://www.linkedin.com/in/clark-seydel-58618311/  

 

Rob Gannaway  

Rob is Co-Founder and CFO of Steppingblocks, a data analytics company that maps tens 
of millions of education/career paths to help users make intelligent decisions regarding 
their future.  He is also a Venture Partner with NextGen Venture Partners, a coalition of 
startup founders who invest in promising early stage companies throughout the country. 
Prior to founding Steppingblocks, Rob spent eight years in investment banking and 
private equity focused on a variety of industries. He attended The University of Georgia 
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where he graduated with a degree in finance and is active with numerous charities 
through Steppingblocks' outreach programs. 

https://www.linkedin.com/in/robgannaway/  

 

John David Hanna 

John Hanna is a Atlanta Native and attended the University of Georgia where he studied 
business and accounting. John started his career in Equity Research at Suntrust, and now 
works in wealth management for Merrill Lynch. John has also always been intrigued with 
Venture Capital and entrepreneurial ideas. He has invested in numerous startup 
companies over the years, from the tech space to the financial service space. His 
experience working in financial services for the last 6 years and investments in venture 
capital makes him a valuable resource to SupPorter’s advisory board. 

https://www.linkedin.com/in/john-hanna-18751421/  

 

Randall Pires 

After graduating from Georgia Tech with an engineering degree, Randall Lee Pires spent 
the next 10 years working internationally, mostly in Africa. Randall started his career as a 
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project engineer helping to build the largest LNG plant in the world in Angola. 
Afterwards Randall started his own ISP company and served internet to thousands of 
users across 4 times zones in Africa, until South Sudan relapsed into civil war. Randall 
has lived on 6 continents over the last decade and specializes in developing countries, and 
cutting edge technologies. He has extensive experience and knowledge with tech startups, 
including blockchain software and hardware sectors. He also volunteers at the 
Government Blockchain Association, where he is a core member of GBA-Global and the 
President of GBA-ATL Chapter. 

https://www.linkedin.com/in/randallpires/  

 

Jonathan Nwiloh 

Jonathan is an associate attorney at Moore Ingram Johnson & Steele, LLP. He practices 
in the areas of Taxation, Estate Planning, and Corporate law. Prior to beginning his career 
at MIJS, he received his LL.M. in Taxation from the University of Florida, his J.D. from 
the Walter F. George School of Law – Mercer University, and his B.A. in Economics 
from the University of Georgia. 

 Over the years, Jonathan has developed a passion for start-ups and cryptocurrencies. He 
intends to use his passion and knowledge to become a contributing member of 
SupPorter’s advisory board. 

https://www.linkedin.com/in/jonathan-nwiloh-jr-7588621b/  
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Anna Marie Hanna 

Anna Marie Hanna graduated from the University of Georgia with a degree in Marketing 
and area of emphasis in Digital Marketing.  She has always had a constant connection 
with nonprofits.  Throughout college, she was heavily involved in volunteering with the 
organization ESP (Extra Special People), which serves children and young adults with 
developmental disabilities and their families.  The summer after her junior year, she 
landed an internship with Children's Healthcare of Atlanta in their Foundation 
department.  Anna Marie currently works as a Logistics Coordinator for Make-A-Wish 
Georgia and assists SupPorter with their social media and nonprofit cultivation. 

https://www.linkedin.com/in/annamariehanna/ 

8. Conclusion 
For more information on our token sale please visit www.supporterinc.io. Also please            
follow us on social media platforms to get updated on all the details: Twitter, Facebook,               
Instagram, Bitcointalk, Github,  Reddit and more. 

 

9. Links 
 

Item Link 

Website http://www.supporterinc.io/ 
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Start Engine Campaign/Investor Portal https://www.startengine.com/supporter   

Twitter https://twitter.com/SupPorterInc 

Facebook https://facebook.com/SupPorterInc 

Reddit https://www.reddit.com/r/SupPorter/  

YouTube https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCx
56LyVPzWuVg6sQOZNqshQ 

Bitcoin Talk https://bitcointalk.org/index.php?topic=
2617551.new#new  

LinkedIn http://www.linkedin.com/company/sup
porterinc  

Instagram https://www.instagram.com/SupPorterI
nc 

Slack https://supporterinc.slack.com 

Telegram https://t.me/ICOSupPorterInc  

Angellist https://angel.co/supporter-inc  
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10. Legal, Risk Factors, Terms and Conditions 
 

The following Terms and Conditions (“Terms”) govern the sale of cryptographic tokens -- SP              
Tokens (“SPT”) -- that is required to transact on the SupPorter open source software platform               
(“SupPorter Platform”) to purchasers of SPT (“Purchasers” collectively, and “Purchaser”          
individually).  

This document is not a solicitation for investment and does not pertain in any way to                
an offering of securities in any jurisdiction. This document describes the initial sale             
in which the token (SPT) is sold, as well as the perpetual coordinated spontaneous              
creation of the SPT Parties may be interested in purchasing SPT in the initial sale to                
support the development of the SupPorter Platform, and to prepare for their use of              
the SupPorter Platform when it is fully operational. Individuals, businesses, and           
other organizations should carefully weigh the risks, costs, and benefits of acquiring            
SPT early in the initial sale versus waiting to purchase SPT on open, third-party              
exchanges once the system is operational and when they or their businesses actually             
require SPT to operate.  

 

IMPORTANT  

Ownership of SPT carries no rights express or implied. Purchases of SPT are non-refundable.              
Purchasers should have no expectation of influence over governance of the platform. By             
participating in the sale of SPT, you expressly acknowledge and represent that you have              
carefully reviewed the Terms and fully understand the risks, costs, and benefits of purchasing              
SPT and agree to be bound by these Terms. As set forth below, you further represent and warrant                  
that, to the extent permitted by law, you are authorized to purchase SPT in your relevant                
jurisdiction, are of a legal age to be bound by these Terms, and will not hold SupPorter, Inc., its                   
parent and affiliates, and the officers, directors, agents, joint ventures, employees and suppliers             
of SupPorter, Inc. or our parent or affiliates, now or in the future and any other member of the                   
SupPorter, Inc. Team (collectively the “SupPorter, Inc. Parties” or “The Company”) liable for             
any losses or any special, incidental, or consequential damages arising out of, or in any way                
connected to the sale of SPT.  

WARNING: DO NOT PURCHASE SPT IF YOU DO NOT UNDERSTAND THE           
BENEFITS ASSOCIATED WITH BLOCKCHAIN TECHNOLOGIES. 

Purchases of SPT should be undertaken only by individuals, entities, or companies that have              
experience with, and understanding of, the usage and intricacies of cryptographic tokens, like             
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bitcoin (“BTC”), and blockchain based software systems. Purchasers should have functional           
understanding of storage and transmission mechanisms associated with cryptographic tokens.          
While the SupPorter, Inc. Team will be available to assist Purchasers of SPT during and after the                 
sale, SupPorter, Inc. will not be responsible for lost BTC or SPT resulting from actions taken by,                 
or omitted by Purchasers. Note, in particular, that SPT Purchasers should take great care to write                
down their wallet password and not lose it so as to be sure that they will be able to access their                     
SPT when it becomes available after the initial sale. If you do not have such experience or                 
expertise, then you should not purchase SPT or participate in the pre-sale of SPT. 

WARNING: CRYPTOGRAPHIC TOKENS MAY EXPERIENCE EXTREME PRICE       
VOLATILITY  

Cryptographic tokens that possess value in public markets, such as BTC, have demonstrated             
extreme fluctuations in price over short periods of time on a regular basis. A Purchaser of SPT                 
should be prepared to expect similar fluctuations, both down and up, in the price of SPT                
denominated in BTC or United States dollars (“USD”) or currencies of other such jurisdictions.              
Such fluctuations are due to market forces and represent changes in the balance of supply and                
demand. SupPorter, Inc. cannot and does not guarantee market liquidity for SPT and therefore              
there may be periods of time in which SPT is difficult to buy. Additionally, due to different                 
regulatory dictates in different jurisdictions and the inability of citizens of certain countries to              
open accounts at exchanges located anywhere in the world, the liquidity of SPT may be               
markedly different in different countries and this would likely be reflected in significant price              
discrepancies. By purchasing SPT, you expressly acknowledge and represent that you fully            
understand that SPT may experience volatility in pricing and will not seek to hold any of the                 
SupPorter, Inc. Parties liable for any losses or any special, incidental, or consequential damages              
arising from, or in any way connected to, the sale of SPT.  

WARNING: THE PURCHASE OF SPT HAS A NUMBER OF RISKS  

The purchase of SPT carries with it a number of risks. Prior to purchasing SPT, you should                 
carefully consider the risks and, to the extent necessary, consult an appropriate lawyer,             
accountant, or tax professional. If any of the following risks are unacceptable to you, you should                
not purchase SPT. By purchasing SPT, and to the extent permitted by law, you are agreeing not                 
to hold any of the SupPorter, Inc. Parties liable for any losses or any special, incidental, or                 
consequential damages arising from, or in any way connected, to the sale of SPT, including               
losses associated with the risks set forth above. 

WARNING: FORWARD LOOKING STATEMENTS 

The Company’s Token Sale whitepaper contains forward-looking statements within the meaning           
of Section 27A of the Securities Act and Section 21E of the Exchange Act. These               
forward-looking statements are based on current expectations, estimates and projections about           
our industry, the Company management’s beliefs, and assumptions made by Company           
management. Words such as “anticipates,” “expects,” “intends,” “plans,” “believes,” “seeks,”          
“estimates,” and variations of such words and similar expressions are intended to identify such              
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forward-looking statements. These statements are not guarantees of future performance and are            
subject to certain risks, uncertainties and assumptions that are difficult to predict; therefore,             
actual results may differ materially from those expressed or forecasted in any forward-looking             
statements. We undertake no obligation to update any forward-looking statements, whether as a             
result of new information, future events or otherwise, except to the extent that we are required to                 
do so by law. 
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